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RESUMEN 
 

Este proyecto explica la parte del trabajo realizado por el autor en el marco del proyecto 

Smart Moto Challenge, SMC, en la que hay que diseñar y construir cada una de las 

partes necesarias para fabricar una motocicleta eléctrica urbana. En este  proyecto se 

describe la organización, gestión, ejecución y análisis económico. Se explica los procesos 

que hay que seguir para participar en la competición y la elaboración de todos los análisis 

e informes necesarios. 

Este proyecto pretende ofrecer una visión global de la competición SMC y mostrar los 

retos organizativos que tendrá que afrontar un equipo que quiera participar en futuras 

ediciones. 

El núcleo del proyecto consta de 4 apartados que abarcan el análisis de SMC, la 

organización y planificación del proyecto, la ejecución del trabajo, el análisis económico y 

plan de negocio para la comercialización de la motocicleta diseñada. 
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ANEXO A: Agenda oficial de SMC 
 

A continuación se muestra la agenda oficial de la competición de Smart Moto Challenge:  

AGENDA Wednesday  July 10 

Time Event Place Comments 
15:00 Camping site open Campus del 

motor 

http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

18:00 - 21:00 Registration and 

Accommodation 
Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

AGENDA Thursday July 11 

Time Event Place Comments 
10:00 - 11:00 Welcome Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

11:00 – 11:30 Briefing of the day Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

11:30 - 13:30 Scrutineering+tests Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

13:30 - 15:30 Break --------   
15:30 - 18:30 Scrutineering+tests Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

18:30 - 19:30 ParisDakar experience 

Profesional  Rider 

presentation 

Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

19:30 - 21:30 Go-Kart Gran Prix Go-Kart Race Track http://www.kartingparcmotor.com/ 1-2 drivers per team 
21:30 - ….. Consell Comarcal 

Anoia  

Welcome dinner 

Campus del motor http://www.anoia.cat/ 

For all teams. Camping site closes at 24:00 

AGENDA Friday July 12 

Time Event Place Comments 
10:00 - 10:30 Briefing of the day Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

10:30 - 13:30 Scrutineering+tests Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

13:30 - 15:30 Break --------   
15:30 – 18:30 Scrutineering+tests Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

15:30 - 17:00 UPC presentation Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

17:00 – 18:00 Cinergia presentation Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor  

18:00 - 19:00 Cluster Moto 

presentation 
Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

19:00 -……. Igualada + concerts 

promenade 
Igualada downtown http://www.anoia.cat/ 

Free event Camping site closes at 24:00 
AGENDA Saturday 13 

Time Event Place Comments 
9:30 -10:00 Briefing of the day Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

10:30 - 12:00 Acceleration Paddock https://plus.google.com/113459699425312475145/photos?hl

=es 

10:30 - 14:00 Business Plan 

Presentation 
Campus del motor 

Room 

ppt or equivalent required.  

12:30 -14:30 Autocross Paddock https://plus.google.com/113459699425312475145/photos?hl

=es 

14:30 -17:00 Break ---------   
17:00 -18:30 UB presentation Campus del motor http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.kartingparcmotor.com/
http://www.anoia.cat/
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
http://www.anoia.cat/
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
https://plus.google.com/113459699425312475145/photos?hl=es
https://plus.google.com/113459699425312475145/photos?hl=es
https://plus.google.com/113459699425312475145/photos?hl=es
https://plus.google.com/113459699425312475145/photos?hl=es
http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor
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18:30 -20:30 Cost Report Evaluation Campus del motor 

Room 

http://www.anoiaproject.cat/projecte/11/campus_del_motor 

Cost Report document required 
20:30 -22:30 Endurance Go-kart Race 

Track 
http://www.kartingparcmotor.com/ 

23:00 -…. European Balloon 

Festival 
Igualada 

downtown 
http://www.anoia.cat/municipis/igualada 

,http://www.ebf.cat/ca/ Free event Camping site closes at 

24:00  
AGENDA Sunday 14 

Time Event Place Comments 
8:00 - 8:30 Bring e-motos to the 

truck 
Campus del motor   

8:30 - 10:00 Road to Barcelona Road A-2   
10:00 -12:30 Cones test Passeig Sant Joan (Barcelona) See map next page 
12:30 - 13:30 Authority welcome + 

users testing 
Passeig Sant Joan (Barcelona) See map next page 

12:30 -14:30 Design evaluation Passeig Sant Joan (Barcelona) See map next page 
14:30 -16:30 Time for lunch + 

Awards Ceremony 
Passeig Sant Joan (Barcelona) Sponsor Gift 

See map next page 
21:00 -… Come back to the 

camping site 
Road A-2   

 

Tabla A. 1. Agenda oficial de Smart Moto Challenge 
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ANEXO B: Análisis ABC 
 

A continuación se muestra la tabla donde se dividen las provincias por categorías para 

realizar el análisis ABC. 

 

Provincias Nº motos % Total % Acumulado Categoría 

Barcelona 250401 21,25688 21,25688 A 

Madrid 107242 9,103921 30,36081 A 

Valencia/València 64944 5,513185 35,87399 A 

Málaga 57777 4,904769 40,77876 A 

Sevilla 54258 4,606036 45,3848 A 

Alicante/Alacant 53692 4,557988 49,94278 A 

Balears (Illes) 50350 4,274281 54,21706 A 

Cádiz 38769 3,291154 57,50822 A 

Murcia 38630 3,279354 60,78757 A 

Girona 35989 3,055156 63,84273 A 

Granada 34397 2,920009 66,76274 A 

Tarragona 23786 2,019226 68,78196 A 

Pontevedra 22254 1,889173 70,67113 A 

Guipúzcoa 22173 1,882296 72,55343 A 

Córdoba 20094 1,705807 74,25924 A 

Zaragoza 19200 1,629914 75,88915 A 

Palmas (Las) 19037 1,616077 77,50523 B 

Santa Cruz de Tenerife 18832 1,598674 79,1039 B 

Asturias 16141 1,370232 80,47414 B 

Vizcaya 15385 1,306054 81,78019 B 

Coruña (A) 14295 1,213522 82,99371 B 

Almería 14085 1,195695 84,18941 B 

Castellón/Castelló 13443 1,141195 85,3306 B 

Jaén 13198 1,120396 86,451 B 

Cantabria 11609 0,985504 87,4365 B 

Badajoz 10452 0,887285 88,32379 B 

Toledo 9964 0,845858 89,16964 B 

Navarra 9892 0,839745 90,00939 B 

Lleida 9468 0,803752 90,81314 B 

Valladolid 9253 0,7855 91,59864 B 

Albacete 8685 0,737282 92,33592 B 

Huelva 8533 0,724378 93,0603 C 

Ciudad Real 7805 0,662577 93,72288 C 

León 7103 0,602983 94,32586 C 

Cáceres 6488 0,550775 94,87664 C 

Rioja (La) 5134 0,435832 95,31247 C 

Salamanca 5087 0,431842 95,74431 C 
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Ceuta 4784 0,40612 96,15043 C 

Burgos 4659 0,395509 96,54594 C 

Ourense 4519 0,383624 96,92956 C 

Álava 4496 0,381672 97,31124 C 

Lugo 4336 0,368089 97,67932 C 

Huesca 4295 0,364608 98,04393 C 

Guadalajara 3765 0,319616 98,36355 C 

Cuenca 3676 0,312061 98,67561 C 

Zamora 2809 0,23846 98,91407 C 

Ávila 2458 0,208663 99,12273 C 

Palencia 2420 0,205437 99,32817 C 

Segovia 2267 0,192449 99,52062 C 

Teruel 2248 0,190836 99,71145 C 

Melilla 1970 0,167236 99,87869 C 

Soria 1429 0,12131 100 C 

 

Tabla B. 1. Análisis ABC de las provincias 
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ANEXO C: Cálculo de amortizaciones 
 

Cuadro de amortización a 10 años (40 trimestres). 

 
Ct It Kt K total 

1 100.000,00 741,707178 2156,64976 2156,64976 

2 97.843,35 725,711152 2172,64579 4329,29555 

3 95.670,70 709,596482 2188,76046 6518,05601 

4 93.481,94 693,362289 2204,99465 8723,05066 

5 91.276,95 677,007685 2221,34926 10944,3999 

6 89.055,60 660,531778 2237,82516 13182,2251 

7 86.817,77 643,933668 2254,42327 15436,6483 

8 84.563,35 627,212449 2271,14449 17707,7928 

9 82.292,21 610,367207 2287,98973 19995,7826 

10 80.004,22 593,397023 2304,95992 22300,7425 

11 77.699,26 576,30097 2322,05597 24622,7985 

12 75.377,20 559,078114 2339,27883 26962,0773 

13 73.037,92 541,727515 2356,62942 29318,7067 

14 70.681,29 524,248226 2374,10871 31692,8154 

15 68.307,18 506,639291 2391,71765 34084,5331 

16 65.915,47 488,899749 2409,45719 36493,9903 

17 63.506,01 471,028633 2427,32831 38921,3186 

18 61.078,68 453,024964 2445,33198 41366,6505 

19 58.633,35 434,887761 2463,46918 43830,1197 

20 56.169,88 416,616034 2481,74091 46311,8606 

21 53.688,14 398,208783 2500,14816 48812,0088 

22 51.187,99 379,665005 2518,69194 51330,7007 

23 48.669,30 360,983686 2537,37325 53868,074 

24 46.131,93 342,163807 2556,19313 56424,2671 

25 43.575,73 323,204339 2575,1526 58999,4197 

26 41.000,58 304,104247 2594,25269 61593,6724 

27 38.406,33 284,862488 2613,49445 64207,1669 

28 35.792,83 265,478013 2632,87893 66840,0458 

29 33.159,95 245,949761 2652,40718 69492,453 

30 30.507,55 226,276666 2672,08027 72164,5332 

31 27.835,47 206,457655 2691,89929 74856,4325 

32 25.143,57 186,491645 2711,8653 77568,2978 

33 22.431,70 166,377545 2731,97939 80300,2772 

34 19.699,72 146,114258 2752,24268 83052,5199 

35 16.947,48 125,700676 2772,65626 85825,1762 

36 14.174,82 105,135686 2793,22125 88618,3974 
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37 11.381,60 84,4181633 2813,93878 91432,3362 

38 8.567,66 63,5469774 2834,80996 94267,1462 

39 5.732,85 42,5209884 2855,83595 97122,9821 

40 2.877,02 21,3390482 2877,01789 100000 

 

Tabla C. 1. Cuadro de amortización 
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ANEXO D: Análisis de escenarios 
 

Escenario Pesimista 

Pérdidas y ganancias 

 

 

Tabla D. 1. Pérdidas y ganancias escenario pesimista 

 

 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ventas 320247,934 328254,132 336260,331 344266,529 352272,727 360278,926 368285,124 376291,322 384297,521 392303,719 400309,917 408316,116

Consumo MP -266000 -272650 -279300 -285950 -292600 -299250 -305900 -312550 -319200 -325850 -332500 -339150

Marketing -2500 -2562,5 -2625 -2687,5 -2750 -2812,5 -2875 -2937,5 -3000 -3062,5 -3125 -3187,5

Gastos personal -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000

Otros gastos -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5

Amortización -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875

BAII 4026,24638 5319,94473 6613,64308 7907,34143 9201,03977 10494,7381 11788,4365 13082,1348 14375,8332 15669,5315 16963,2299 18256,9282

Gastos financieros -741,707178 -725,711152 -709,596482 -693,362289 -677,007685 -660,531778 -643,933668 -627,212449 -610,367207 -593,397023 -576,30097 -559,078114

BAI 3284,53921 4594,23358 5904,0466 7213,97914 8524,03209 9834,20634 11144,5028 12454,9224 13765,466 15076,1345 16386,9289 17697,8501

Impuestos -985,361762 -1378,27007 -1771,21398 -2164,19374 -2557,20963 -2950,2619 -3343,35084 -3736,47671 -4129,63979 -4522,84035 -4916,07867 -5309,35503

BdI 2299,17744 3215,96351 4132,83262 5049,7854 5966,82246 6883,94444 7801,15196 8718,44566 9635,82617 10553,2941 11470,8502 12388,4951

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ventas 320247,934 328254,132 336260,331 344266,529 352272,727 360278,926 368285,124 376291,322 384297,521 392303,719 400309,917 408316,116

Consumo MP -266000 -272650 -279300 -285950 -292600 -299250 -305900 -312550 -319200 -325850 -332500 -339150

Marketing -2500 -2562,5 -2625 -2687,5 -2750 -2812,5 -2875 -2937,5 -3000 -3062,5 -3125 -3187,5

Gastos personal -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000

Otros gastos -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5

Amortización -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875

BAII 4026,24638 5319,94473 6613,64308 7907,34143 9201,03977 10494,7381 11788,4365 13082,1348 14375,8332 15669,5315 16963,2299 18256,9282

Gastos financieros -741,707178 -725,711152 -709,596482 -693,362289 -677,007685 -660,531778 -643,933668 -627,212449 -610,367207 -593,397023 -576,30097 -559,078114

BAI 3284,53921 4594,23358 5904,0466 7213,97914 8524,03209 9834,20634 11144,5028 12454,9224 13765,466 15076,1345 16386,9289 17697,8501

Impuestos -985,361762 -1378,27007 -1771,21398 -2164,19374 -2557,20963 -2950,2619 -3343,35084 -3736,47671 -4129,63979 -4522,84035 -4916,07867 -5309,35503

BdI 2299,17744 3215,96351 4132,83262 5049,7854 5966,82246 6883,94444 7801,15196 8718,44566 9635,82617 10553,2941 11470,8502 12388,4951
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Cash flow 

 

 

Tabla D. 2. Flujo Tesorería escenario pesimista 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ventas 320247,934 328254,132 336260,331 344266,529 352272,727 360278,926 368285,124 376291,322 384297,521 392303,719 400309,917 408316,116

Consumo MP -266000 -272650 -279300 -285950 -292600 -299250 -305900 -312550 -319200 -325850 -332500 -339150

Marketing -2500 -2562,5 -2625 -2687,5 -2750 -2812,5 -2875 -2937,5 -3000 -3062,5 -3125 -3187,5

Gastos personal -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000

Otros gastos -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5

Dividendos 0 0 0 -2939,55179 0 0 0 -5874,0729 0 0 0 -8809,69312

Cuota prestamo -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694

Impuestos -985,361762 -1378,27007 -1771,21398 -2164,19374 -2557,20963 -2950,2619 -3343,35084 -3736,47671 -4129,63979 -4522,84035 -4916,07867 -5309,35503

TOTAL 1509,71518 2410,50522 3311,25966 1272,42645 5112,66071 6013,30678 6913,91619 1940,41576 8715,02393 9615,52172 10515,9817 2606,71062

Pagos 1r año -171.896,00

Cash flow -171.896,00 1509,71518 2410,50522 3311,25966 1272,42645 5112,66071 6013,30678 6913,91619 1940,41576 8715,02393 9615,52172 10515,9817 2606,71062

Cash flow acumulado -171.896,00 -170.386,28 -167.975,78 -164.664,52 -163.392,09 -158.279,43 -152.266,13 -145.352,21 -143.411,79 -134.696,77 -125.081,25 -114.565,27 -111.958,56

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ventas 320247,934 328254,132 336260,331 344266,529 352272,727 360278,926 368285,124 376291,322 384297,521 392303,719 400309,917 408316,116

Consumo MP -266000 -272650 -279300 -285950 -292600 -299250 -305900 -312550 -319200 -325850 -332500 -339150

Marketing -2500 -2562,5 -2625 -2687,5 -2750 -2812,5 -2875 -2937,5 -3000 -3062,5 -3125 -3187,5

Gastos personal -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000

Otros gastos -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5

Dividendos 0 0 0 -2939,55179 0 0 0 -5874,0729 0 0 0 -8809,69312

Cuota prestamo -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694

Impuestos -985,361762 -1378,27007 -1771,21398 -2164,19374 -2557,20963 -2950,2619 -3343,35084 -3736,47671 -4129,63979 -4522,84035 -4916,07867 -5309,35503

TOTAL 1509,71518 2410,50522 3311,25966 1272,42645 5112,66071 6013,30678 6913,91619 1940,41576 8715,02393 9615,52172 10515,9817 2606,71062

Pagos 1r año -171.896,00

Cash flow -171.896,00 1509,71518 2410,50522 3311,25966 1272,42645 5112,66071 6013,30678 6913,91619 1940,41576 8715,02393 9615,52172 10515,9817 2606,71062

Cash flow acumulado -171.896,00 -170.386,28 -167.975,78 -164.664,52 -163.392,09 -158.279,43 -152.266,13 -145.352,21 -143.411,79 -134.696,77 -125.081,25 -114.565,27 -111.958,56
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Balances 

Año 0 

Activo No Corriente 139976,0 Patrimonio neto 100000,0 

        
Inmovilizado 
intangible 121226,0 Fondos Propios 60000,0 

Inmovilizado material 18750,0 PyG 0,0 

    Reservas 0,0 

    Capital externo 40000,0 

        

Activo Corriente 60024,0 Pasivo No Corriente 91276,9 

        

Existencias 31920,0 
Préstamos Largo 
Plazo 91276,9 

        

Tesoreria 28104,0 Pasivo Corriente 8723,1 

        

    Préstamos Corto Plazo 8723,1 

        

        

TOTAL ACTIVO 200000,0 TOTAL PASIVO 200000,0 
Año 1 

Activo No Corriente 134507,3 Patrimonio neto 114697,8 

        
Inmovilizado 
intangible 121226,0 Fondos Propios 60000,0 

Inmovilizado material 18750,0 PyG 14697,8 

Amortizaciones -5468,8 Reservas 0,0 

    Capital externo 40000,0 

        

Activo Corriente 71467,5 Pasivo No Corriente 82292,2 

        

    Préstamos Largo plazo 82292,2 

Existencias 31920,0     

    Pasivo Corriente 8984,7 

Tesoreria 39547,5     

    Préstamos Corto Plazo 8984,7 

        

        

TOTAL ACTIVO 205974,7 TOTAL PASIVO 205974,7 
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Año 2 

Activo No Corriente 129038,5 Patrimonio neto 141128,6 

        
Inmovilizado 
intangible 121226,0 Fondos Propios 60000,0 

Inmovilizado material 18750,0 PyG 29370,4 

Amortizaciones -10937,5 Reservas 11758,2 

    Capital externo 40000,0 

        

Activo Corriente 94382,3 Pasivo No Corriente 73037,9 

        

Existencias 31920,0 Préstamos Largo plazo 73037,9 

        

Tesoreria 62462,3 Pasivo Corriente 9254,3 

        

    Préstamos Corto Plazo 9254,3 

        

        

TOTAL ACTIVO 223420,8 TOTAL PASIVO 223420,8 
 

Año 3 

Activo No Corriente 123569,8 Patrimonio neto 179303,0 

        
Inmovilizado 
intangible 121226,0 Fondos Propios 60000,0 

Inmovilizado material 18750,0 PyG 44048,5 

Amortizaciones -16406,3 Reservas 35254,5 

    Capital externo 40000,0 

        

Activo Corriente 128771,1 Pasivo No Corriente 63506,0 

        

Existencias 31920,0 Préstamos Largo plazo 63506,0 

        

Tesoreria 96851,1 Pasivo Corriente 9531,9 

        

    Préstamos Corto Plazo 9531,9 

        

        

TOTAL ACTIVO 252340,9 TOTAL PASIVO 252340,9 
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Ratios 

Liquidez AC/PC 13,51 

Acidez (AC-Existencias)/PC 3,35 

Tesoreria Tresorería/PC 10,16 

Solvencia Activo/Pasivo 3,45 

  
 

  

Ratio endeudamiento Pasivo/PN 0,41 

Ratio endeudamientot total Pasivo/(pasivo+PN) 28,94 

Calidad de la deuda PC/Pasivo 0,13 

  
 

  

Rentabilidad económica BAII/Activo 25,86 

Rentabilidad financiera BdI/PN 31,21 

Coeficiente de palanqueamiento   1,72 

 

Escenario Optimista 

Pérdidas y ganancias 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ventas 640495,8678 648502,0661 656508,2645 664514,4628 672520,6612 680526,8595 688533,0579 696539,2562 704545,4545 712551,6529 720557,8512 728564,0496

Consumo MP -532000 -538650 -545300 -551950 -558600 -565250 -571900 -578550 -585200 -591850 -598500 -605150

Marketing -5000 -5062,5 -5125 -5187,5 -5250 -5312,5 -5375 -5437,5 -5500 -5562,5 -5625 -5687,5

Gastos personal -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000

Otros gastos -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5

Amortización -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875

BAII 55774,18027 57067,87862 58361,57696 59655,27531 60948,97366 62242,672 63536,37035 64830,0687 66123,76705 67417,46539 68711,16374 70004,86209

Gastos financieros -741,7071778 -725,7111517 -709,5964819 -693,3622885 -677,0076849 -660,531778 -643,9336682 -627,212449 -610,3672072 -593,3970232 -576,30097 -559,0781142

BAI 55032,47309 56342,16746 57651,98048 58961,91302 60271,96597 61582,14023 62892,43668 64202,85625 65513,39984 66824,06837 68134,86277 69445,78397

Impuestos -16509,74193 -16902,65024 -17295,59414 -17688,57391 -18081,58979 -18474,64207 -18867,731 -19260,85687 -19654,01995 -20047,22051 -20440,45883 -20833,73519

BdI 38522,73116 39439,51722 40356,38634 41273,33911 42190,37618 43107,49816 44024,70568 44941,99937 45859,37989 46776,84786 47694,40394 48612,04878
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Cash flow 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ventas 640495,8678 648502,0661 656508,2645 664514,4628 672520,6612 680526,8595 688533,0579 696539,2562 704545,4545 712551,6529 720557,8512 728564,0496

Consumo MP -532000 -538650 -545300 -551950 -558600 -565250 -571900 -578550 -585200 -591850 -598500 -605150

Marketing -5000 -5062,5 -5125 -5187,5 -5250 -5312,5 -5375 -5437,5 -5500 -5562,5 -5625 -5687,5

Gastos personal -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000

Otros gastos -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5

Amortización -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875 -1367,1875

BAII 55774,18027 57067,87862 58361,57696 59655,27531 60948,97366 62242,672 63536,37035 64830,0687 66123,76705 67417,46539 68711,16374 70004,86209

Gastos financieros -741,7071778 -725,7111517 -709,5964819 -693,3622885 -677,0076849 -660,531778 -643,9336682 -627,212449 -610,3672072 -593,3970232 -576,30097 -559,0781142

BAI 55032,47309 56342,16746 57651,98048 58961,91302 60271,96597 61582,14023 62892,43668 64202,85625 65513,39984 66824,06837 68134,86277 69445,78397

Impuestos -16509,74193 -16902,65024 -17295,59414 -17688,57391 -18081,58979 -18474,64207 -18867,731 -19260,85687 -19654,01995 -20047,22051 -20440,45883 -20833,73519

BdI 38522,73116 39439,51722 40356,38634 41273,33911 42190,37618 43107,49816 44024,70568 44941,99937 45859,37989 46776,84786 47694,40394 48612,04878

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ventas 640495,8678 648502,0661 656508,2645 664514,4628 672520,6612 680526,8595 688533,0579 696539,2562 704545,4545 712551,6529 720557,851 728564,05

Consumo MP -532000 -538650 -545300 -551950 -558600 -565250 -571900 -578550 -585200 -591850 -598500 -605150

Marketing -5000 -5062,5 -5125 -5187,5 -5250 -5312,5 -5375 -5437,5 -5500 -5562,5 -5625 -5687,5

Gastos personal -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000

Otros gastos -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5

Dividendos 0 0 0 -31918,39477 0 0 0 -34852,91588 0 0 0 -37788,5361

Cuota prestamo -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694

Impuestos -16509,74193 -16902,65024 -17295,59414 -17688,57391 -18081,58979 -18474,64207 -18867,731 -19260,85687 -19654,01995 -20047,22051 -20440,4588 -20833,7352

TOTAL 37733,2689 38634,05894 39534,81338 8517,137195 41336,21443 42236,8605 43137,46991 9185,126505 44938,57765 45839,07544 46739,5355 9851,42136

Pagos 1r año -171.896,00

Cash flow -171.896,00 37733,2689 38634,05894 39534,81338 8517,137195 41336,21443 42236,8605 43137,46991 9185,126505 44938,57765 45839,07544 46739,5355 9851,42136

Cash flow acumulat -171.896,00 -134.162,73 -95.528,67 -55.993,86 -47.476,72 -6.140,51 36.096,35 79.233,82 88.418,95 133.357,53 179.196,60 225.936,14 235.787,56
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Balances 

Año 0 

Activo No Corriente 139976,0 Patrimonio neto 100000,0 

        
Inmovilizado 
intangible 121226,0 Fondos Propios 60000,0 

Inmovilizado material 18750,0 PyG 0,0 

    Reservas 0,0 

    Capital externo 40000,0 

        

Activo Corriente 60024,0 Pasivo No Corriente 91276,9 

        

Existencias 31920,0 
Préstamos Largo 
Plazo 91276,9 

        

Tesoreria 28104,0 Pasivo Corriente 8723,1 

        

    Préstamos Corto Plazo 8723,1 

        

        

TOTAL ACTIVO 200000,0 TOTAL PASIVO 200000,0 
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ventas 640495,8678 648502,0661 656508,2645 664514,4628 672520,6612 680526,8595 688533,0579 696539,2562 704545,4545 712551,6529 720557,851 728564,05

Consumo MP -532000 -538650 -545300 -551950 -558600 -565250 -571900 -578550 -585200 -591850 -598500 -605150

Marketing -5000 -5062,5 -5125 -5187,5 -5250 -5312,5 -5375 -5437,5 -5500 -5562,5 -5625 -5687,5

Gastos personal -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000 -39000

Otros gastos -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5 -7354,5

Dividendos 0 0 0 -31918,39477 0 0 0 -34852,91588 0 0 0 -37788,5361

Cuota prestamo -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694 -2898,35694

Impuestos -16509,74193 -16902,65024 -17295,59414 -17688,57391 -18081,58979 -18474,64207 -18867,731 -19260,85687 -19654,01995 -20047,22051 -20440,4588 -20833,7352

TOTAL 37733,2689 38634,05894 39534,81338 8517,137195 41336,21443 42236,8605 43137,46991 9185,126505 44938,57765 45839,07544 46739,5355 9851,42136

Pagos 1r año -171.896,00

Cash flow -171.896,00 37733,2689 38634,05894 39534,81338 8517,137195 41336,21443 42236,8605 43137,46991 9185,126505 44938,57765 45839,07544 46739,5355 9851,42136

Cash flow acumulat -171.896,00 -134.162,73 -95.528,67 -55.993,86 -47.476,72 -6.140,51 36.096,35 79.233,82 88.418,95 133.357,53 179.196,60 225.936,14 235.787,56
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Año 1 

Activo No Corriente 134507,3 Patrimonio neto 259592,0 

        
Inmovilizado 
intangible 121226,0 Fondos Propios 60000,0 

Inmovilizado material 18750,0 PyG 159592,0 

Amortizaciones -5468,8 Reservas 0,0 

    Capital externo 40000,0 

        

Activo Corriente 216361,7 Pasivo No Corriente 82292,2 

        

    Préstamos Largo plazo 82292,2 

Existencias 31920,0     

    Pasivo Corriente 8984,7 

Tesoreria 184441,7     

    Préstamos Corto Plazo 8984,7 

        

        

TOTAL ACTIVO 350868,9 TOTAL PASIVO 350868,9 
Año 2 

Activo No Corriente 129038,5 Patrimonio neto 401938,2 

        
Inmovilizado 
intangible 121226,0 Fondos Propios 60000,0 

Inmovilizado material 18750,0 PyG 174264,6 

Amortizaciones -10937,5 Reservas 127673,6 

    Capital externo 40000,0 

        

Activo Corriente 355191,9 Pasivo No Corriente 73037,9 

        

Existencias 31920,0 Préstamos Largo plazo 73037,9 

        

Tesoreria 323271,9 Pasivo Corriente 9254,3 

        

    Préstamos Corto Plazo 9254,3 

        

        

TOTAL ACTIVO 484230,4 TOTAL PASIVO 484230,4 
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Año 3 

Activo No Corriente 123569,8 Patrimonio neto 556027,9 

        
Inmovilizado 
intangible 121226,0 Fondos Propios 60000,0 

Inmovilizado material 18750,0 PyG 188942,7 

Amortizaciones -16406,3 Reservas 267085,2 

    Capital externo 40000,0 

        

Activo Corriente 505496,1 Pasivo No Corriente 63506,0 

        

Existencias 31920,0 Préstamos Largo plazo 63506,0 

        

Tesoreria 473576,1 Pasivo Corriente 9531,9 

        

    Préstamos Corto Plazo 9531,9 

        

        

TOTAL ACTIVO 629065,8 TOTAL PASIVO 629065,8 
 

Ratios 

Liquidez AC/PC 53,03 

Acidez (AC-Existencias)/PC 3,35 

Tesoreria Tresorería/PC 49,68 

Solvencia Activo/Pasivo 8,61 

  
 

  

Ratio endeudamiento Pasivo/PN 0,13 

Ratio endeudamientot total Pasivo/(pasivo+PN) 11,61 

Calidad de la deuda PC/Pasivo 0,13 

  
 

  

Rentabilidad económica BAII/Activo 43,28 

Rentabilidad financiera BdI/PN 47,01 

Coeficiente de palanqueamiento   1,55 
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Noticia 

Fuente: http://www.elperiodico.com/es/noticias/hospitalet/going-green-abre-fabrica-

motos-electricas-hospitalet-producira-5000-unidades-anuales-2398537 

Fecha: Jueves, 23 de mayo de 2013 – 19:09h 

Going Green abre una fábrica de motos eléctricas en L'Hospitalet que producirá 

5.000 unidades anuales 

La compañía prevé que se creen 50 puestos de trabajo en tres años 

La empresa de vehículos eléctricos Going Green ha inaugurado una nueva planta en 
L'Hospitalet, destinada a la producción y distribución de motos eléctricas.  

Se trata de una fábrica de 1.200 metros cuadrados con una capacidad de producción 
anual de 5.000 motocicletas y se prevé que un 70% de la producción se exporte tanto en 
el resto de Europa, como en Estados Unidos. La puesta en marcha de la planta supondrá 
la creación de 50 nuevos puestos de trabajo en tres años. 

La compañía también ha anunciado que la mayoría de componentes y desarrollos 
tecnológicos de las motocicletas se ha encargado a proveedores locales, en lo que quiere 
ser una apuesta por el tejido industrial catalán en el sector de las dos ruedas. 

Las motos que producirá la compañía tienen un motor 100% eléctrico y una batería 
extraíble que permite mejorar la gestión de la carga por parte del usuario. La autonomía 
de la batería es de entre 40 minutos y una hora. 

El proyecto es posible gracias a la participación de Invest in Catalonia, el organismo de la 
Dirección General de Industria que desarrolla el Plan de Competitividad del sector. 
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ANEXO E: Fotografías SMC-EE 
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Patrocinadores de SMC-EE: 
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ANEXO F: Panfleto 
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ANEXO G: Informe 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Barcelona Smart Moto Challenge 
 ETSEIB ELISAVA 

Faculty advisors: Juan Manuel Moreno, Jan Bayo. 

Students: Edgard Vilaseca, Jorge Laucirica, Gleb Sapunenko, Joan de la Torre, Juan Sagnier, 

Guillermo Fernandez-Goula, Antonio Tornos, Alex Casabo, Pau Romagosa, Cesar Zabala, 

Adria Bosch, Roger Ribas, David Tutusaus. 
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Index:  
 

0. Introduction 

 

1. Organization 

 

2. Technical Regulations 

 

2.1 Free parts and materials used in this project 

 

2.1.1 Frame 

2.1.2 Wheels  

2.1.3 Lights 

2.1.4 Brake System 

2.1.5 Vehicle smart components 

2.1.6 Body and Seat 

 

2.2 Mandatory parts and materials used in this project 

 

2.2.1 Electrical Engine + Batteries + Electronics for Management 

2.2.2 Safety Systems 
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0. Introduction 
 

Our team has been hand-picked on the basis of motivation and academic skills that are useful for 

this project from both the ETSEIB-UPC and ELISAVA, thus joining design with engineering. 

Considering the project and team size we split ourselves among 4 groups: Chassis, Electronics, 

Organization, and Dynamics. While there are no strictly set boundaries between the groups and 

there is ample interaction between them, this allows us to focus on particular problems that we 

can solve with our skillset.  

1. Organization 

Planification 
 

We have planned our work according to the deadlines provided by the project (March 15th, May 

31th), with two revisions per delivery, to be able to cope with last minute adjustments, without 

them being done in a hurry.  

 

Team 
 

The members of the project have been divided under the following categories:   

- Chassis: Edgard Vilaseca, Jorge Laucirica, Guillermo Fernandez-Goula, Adria Bosch, Cesar 
Zabala, Alex Casabo            
                                                                              

- Electronics: Roger Ribas, David Tutusaus, Pau Romagosa 
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- Organization: Juan Sagnier, Gleb Sapunenko, Antonio Tornos 
 

- Dynamics: Joan de la Torre 

 

Image 

 

We have created a website about our team to present to the public, both in Spanish and English: 

www.smc-ee.com.  

The logo has been designed with in mind the duality of the project. Two schools that make one 

team, engineering and design: two wheels that drive one vehicle. The green was chosen to 

represent the Environment, and the blue for Electricity.  

Budget 
 

A budget was made to estimate the final cost of the prototype electric moto, considering both 

materials and workforce cost, estimated around 8000€.  

 

2. Technical Regulations:  
 
 

2.1 Free parts and materials used in the project 
 

2.1.1 Frame 
 
Analysis and technical calculations 

This part includes all the efforts that the motorbike will withstand in normal conditions 
and in critical. It is essential to get to know all the resulting forces to take into 
consideration before the study on final elements. 
 

 Definition of the system 

http://www.smc-ee.com/
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To begin studying this section there have to be established some geometrical parameters 
of the motorbike. The weight is about 50 kg and the pilot who will drive it is supposed to 
weight 90 kg. So the total weight results 140 kg. 
 
The wheelbase is 1250 mm long and the trail lengths 66.46 mm. The motorcycle is 
considered as a rigid element. 
 
The value of the acceleration of gravity is 9.81 m/s2. 
 
The coefficient of static friction between asphalt and tire is 0.9 although in dry and in 
good condition asphalt it can reach 1. The contact between tire and ground is considered, 
for calculation reasons, punctual, thus obviating the pressure signature. In addition, it is 
considered that the tires adopt a rigid behaviour without the possibility of deformation 
during the movement.  Neither are taken in account the effects of viscous friction caused 
by the wind. 
 
In individual studies it has also been taken other specific simplifications. 
 
Down here is presented the dimensions of the chassis and the centre mass of the vehicle 
(pilot included): 
 

 
Fig. 1 - Geometric characteristics of the vehicle 

 x (cm) y (cm) weight (kg) 

motorbike 56 38 50 

motorist 45 103 90 

Global Syst. 48,9 79,8 140 
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Dynamic study 

- Maximum acceleration: 

 

 

Fig. 2 - Force diagram motorist-motorbike in maximum acceleration 

 

( )
sistema

F m a G   

Decomposing vectorially the forces on the whole in the two main directions: 

 OX: 
1 2 ( )t tF F m a G    

 OY:  1 2 0n nF F m g  
 

where 
2 2t est nF F   

Considering simplifications: 
1 1 0n tF F   (front contactless) 

2 140 9,81 1373,4nF m g N      

  20,9 9,81 8,8 /esta G g m s      

The stress on the conjunct: 

( )i m a GF    2 140·8,83 1236,2i tF F N    

2 8,83 123640 21 ,tF F N  
i
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- Maximum braking 

 
In both cases maximum braking, front and rear, the TQM theorem is used to find a 
solution to the whole system of forces. 
 

( )
sistema

F m a G   

 

o Braking only with the front wheel 

 

Fig. 3 - Diagram force of the global system in the front wheel breaking 

Decomposing vectorially the forces on the whole in the two main directions: 

 OX: 
1 2 ( )t tF F m a G    

 OY: 
1 2 0n nF F m g    

 
Considering simplifications: 

2 2 0n tF F  . 

And using the model dry Coulomb friction:  

1 1   t est nF F   

The equations system is solved and the normal value of the front wheel and the 

maximum deceleration are calculated.  

    
1 140 9,81 1373,4nF m g N       

   20,9 9,81 8,8 /esta G g m s        

So then, the effort over the conjunct will be: 
 

( )i m a GF     
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1 ( ) 14 8,83 1236,20tF F m a G N    
i

 

 

 Braking only with the rear wheel 

 

Fig. 4 - Diagram force of the global system in the rare wheel breaking 

In this case, the system is solved by a factor of 0.7 to the theoretical normal rear wheel 
because of the variation of the weight distribution between the front and rear wheel. 

Decomposing vectorially the forces on the whole in the two main directions: 

 OX: 
1 2 ( )t tF F m a G    

 OY: 
1 2 0n nF F m g    

 

 Moreover, by applying the coefficient of 0.7 we have: 

1 0,3 412,0nF m g N     

2 0,7 961,4nF m g N     

Considering the model dry Coulomb friction: 

2 2 865,24t est n NF F    

Therefore, if the effort applied to the global system is: 

2 865,2t NF F 
i  

Then, the maximum deceleration will be: 

  22 865,24 6,2 /
140

t iF F
a G m s

m m
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o  Inside the curve 

 
in this situations it is relevant  the normal acceleration due to the change of direction 
when cornering. This acceleration causes centrifugal force to be compensated by the 
frictional force between tire and ground.  
 

 
Fig. 5 - Representation of the forces in the cornering 

As in the preceding paragraphs is also used TQM theorem to find a solution to the whole 
system of forces. 
 

( )
sistema

F m a G   

 OX:  ( )ncF m a G   

 OY: 0nF m g    

Another equation required is the Coulomb dry model: 
t est nF F   

Therefore: 

140 9,81 1373,4nF m g N      

  20,9 9,81 8,8 /n esta G g m s   
 

In this way we can find the relation between radius and maximum acceleration  

2

( )n
va G

R
  

The total stress in the global system will be: 

( ) 1 0 8,83 1234 6,2F m Na G   
i  

And we can reach the maximum inclination that allows stability: 
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 1373,4arctan arctan 48º
1236,2

n

i

F
F

     
 

 

Stress study: Analysis of loads on the chassis 

 Once the dynamic study has been done, it has to be calculated the forces that are 

transmitted directly to the chassis. It is considered the forces transmitted to the 

anchorages of the chassis in 3 different situations: maximum acceleration, maximum 

braking only with the rear wheel and only with the front wheel. 

 

- Maximum acceleration 

 

Fig. 6 - Diagram forces in the swingarm and wheel. 

In the situation of maximum acceleration, the motorcycle and ground contact occurs only 
via the rear wheel, so it is assumed that the anchorage of the front chassis is not 
performing any force. 

In all cases, the mass and inertia elements are considered negligible, since the entire mass 

of the motorcycle and the rider is considered punctual and applied to the center of 

gravity of the assembly. 

First of all, it is calculated reactions that the wheel transmits to the chassis through the 

swingarm. 

By Theorem movement amount and the sum of moments it is obtained: 

1

2

1469,3

208,5

1105

MF N

F N

F N
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- Stress study in maximum breaking 

o Maximun breaking with only the frontal wheel 

 

Fig. 7 - Diagram forces in the fork and frontal wheel. 

During braking only with the front wheel, the ground contact with the motorcycle occurs 
only through the front wheel. It is assumed, then, that the back of the motorcycle does 
not transmit any force, only by the front fork. 

Projecting horizontally and vertically reactions and applying the theorem of momentum 

and the sum of moments yields it is obtained the following reactions on top of the fork: 

1

2

3

1725,2

5732,5

5070,6

F N

F N

F N







 

(in the sense of Fig. 7) 
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o Maximun breaking with only the rear wheel 

First, we find the reactions on the fork. 

      

Fig. 8 - Representation of the forces during the rear maximum wheel braking 

 

Applying the same method as in the frontal wheel we find: 

1

2

3

384,6

895,7

748,1

F N

F N

F N







 

(in the sense of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) 

  Stress inside the curve: 

    

Fig. 9 - Representation of the forces inside the curve 
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In this case the forces result: 

1

2

3

4

5

3328,8

3837

1025,3

1227,7

527, 2

F N

F N

F N

F N

F N
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Material analysis  

When we think about the structural part of the motorcycle we search for the maximum 

rigidity of the assembly at the same time that it has to be light and strong. 

Throughout history many materials have been used for building structures for 

competition vehicles but the most common are aluminium, steel, carbon and titanium. 

The first one has been finally chosen due to, basically, his low density. 

- Aluminium: 

The main advantage of aluminium is its density, which allows low-weight structures. It is 

also easy to manufacture whereas it is difficult to weld. Another aspect is the price, which 

is higher than the steel. 

Aluminium strong points: 

 It is an anticorrosive material which is not necessary to make a further treatment 

after mechanization. 

 Can be used unpainted 

 Good machinability 

 Good acceptance of industrial adhesive bonding 

 Suitable for low temperature applications 

Aluminium weak points: 

 At equal volume, aluminium is approximately 1.5 times more expensive than steel.  

 It has a lower tensile strength tan the steel  

 Very sensible to temperature rise 

 Loss of strength in the Weld HAZ in some alloys 

 More prone to fatigue failure than steel 

 Expansion and contraction is twice than steel 
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 Very sensible to galvanic corrosion when in contact with other metals. 

 

Finally, aluminium 7075 is chosen, due to the fact that it is a type of aluminium that offers 

better machinability and welding. Moreover it is also relatively inexpensive and easy to 

find on the market and provides adequate stiffness properties of our design as lightness.  

Shocks 

- Front fork 
 

 Sprung part 

Contains the handlebar and is attached to the chassis through the bottom yoke and pipe. 

It allows adjusting the orientation of the front wheel to control the direction of the 

motorcycle. To define this element is necessary to know the two lines that define the 

direction of the suspension and the steering stem and fork point to attach to the chassis. 

To make dynamic simulations requires mass, the moments of inertia, the position of the 

center of inertia and the location of the points where it joins the handle to the driver. 

 Unsprung part 

Joins sprung part of the fork with the front wheel and allows relative movement of the 

wheel relative to the handlebar. The union with the suspended part contains the whole 

forming spring and shock that forming the front suspension. 

Suspension characteristics 

 Simplicity 

We want that the chosen system is simple, that is, that does not offer an added difficulty 

which itself may have a system that meets the basic objectives. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N1 

Parameter for the weighting:  p1=0,3 

 Weight and mass distribution 

We want the motorcycle has a center of mass as low as possible and minimum 

weight for easy handling thereof. We want the suspension system provide that the 

elements forming part of the suspension cooperate as far as possible to lower the 

center of gravity position. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N2 

Parameter for the weighting:  p2=0,4 
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 System Regulation 

It wants the suspension system can be regulated to adapt the system behavior to 

each type of situation, being able to do a tune quickly and easily. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N3 

Parameter for the weighting:  p3=0,05 

 Space saving. Accessibility 

It wants the suspension system does not occupy much space and is accessible to 

perform simple regulation. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N4 

Parameter for the weighting:  p4=0,15 

 Aesthetics 

You want a motorcycle that aesthetics help in the sale, placement of the 

suspension system can give the motorcycle a more sporty or more urban. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N5 

Parameter for the weighting:  p5=0,1 

The score given to each suspension system with a value between 0 and 10, is given by: 

       ∑     

 

   

                               

 

- Front suspension types 

 Traditional fork 

The front suspension consists of telescopic forks that made both the steering and 

suspension functions. Within the forks are the spring and fluids responsible for 

dumping. 

The arrangement of these can be normal or inverted. In an inverted fork most 

masses are on the top, minimizing unsprung weight and improve the dynamic 

behavior. 
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Fig. 10 - Schema traditional front fork 

Fig. 11 - Inverted fork of Kawasaki 

 

Notes given to the system:  

      

      

      

      

       

 

 Telelever 

The front splits and separates the steering and suspension functions. The 

suspension is entrusted to a central shock that has a route pretty lame compared 

to a traditional fork and much more rigid. The direction is governed by the 'rod' 

traditionally used and in this case can be much thinner than usual. 

 

                     

Fig. 12 - BMW telelever system      Fig. 13 - Telelever schema system  

Notes given to the system:  
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 Duolever 

It is an evolution of the telelever system that rods completely disappear to make 

way for two uprights without any path which are anchored to the swingarm by a 

double trapezium. The management is entrusted to a system similar to the car's 

front spindles, by means of braces is achieved turn the front wheel. 

 

Fig. 14 - Duolever schema system 

 

Notes given to the system:  

      

      

      

      

       

 

- Rear suspension types 

 

 One central 

The group spring and dumper is front of the rear wheel, joining swingarm and 

chassis seat height. it is the universal solution for its simplicity and 

convenience in the set. Leave the center of mass quite delayed. It is a setting 

that gives a sportier look. 

Notes given to the system:  
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 Two lateral 

The group spring and damper is on the side of the rear wheel, joining 

swingarm and chassis seat height, is another universal solution and also delays 

the center of gravity, it can cause extra efforts if they don’t work together. 

 

 

Notes given to the system:  

      

      

      

      

      

 

- Choice of suspensions 

Done the study to see what advantages and disadvantages of each system proceeds to 

choose the system that best fits our needs. 

For the front, we have opted for a conventional fork, properly prepared for urban use 

with the corresponding use of springs, preload and oil of different densities. 

For the election of the rear suspension we were decided to assemble a damper located in 

the center so as to better distribute efforts, as advantages of using a higher damper range 

in our motorcycle and a wide possibility of adjustment. The system is designed from the 

start to the bike, because the swingarm should have a specific anchor on the top and the 

chassis where the system will be anchored. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17 - Adjustable damper 

The overall result is a more equitable distribution of weights, with a more compact front 

suspension and a bike more stable and robust against vibrations. 
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Supplier 

We contacted Ollé-amortidors, and we are waiting to know what provide us. 

So the cost for equipment will the trips made to the company, the contact is made by mail, 

estimating a couple of trips, the fuel cost would be about 30 €. 

 

2.1.2 Wheels 

The wheels are the contact element of the motorcycle to the ground through the tire, 

forces and moments are transmitted between the ground and the motorcycle that to 

control the movement. 

To size the wheels needless only the radius of each wheel, the weight and the moment of 

inertia, and the spokes where forces are applied to the brakes. In addition to the rear 

wheel need to know the characteristics of the engine that will be connected to the rear 

wheel. 

The diameter and the type of tire have an important role in the behavior of the 

motorcycle. Depending on the role you want to make the motorcycle having big wheel or 

small wheel will provide advantages and disadvantages. 

For example for the same section of the tire, the use of a wheel of a smaller size causes a 

reduction in the unsprung masses, which provides better grip. An example is that while 

most sport bikes have 17" wheels, MotoGP bikes are 16.5" or 16 ". 

Another factor which affects the size of the wheel is known gyroscopic effect. Gyroscopic 

forces are proportional to the rotating wheel speed and the square of the diameter of the 

wheel. Thus for a given tire, it can be concluded that the larger the rim gyroscopic forces 

are higher for the same speed. 

If the motorcycle is intended for Off-Road use for example, Trial, the driver will perceive 

more bumps with a small wheel than a larger wheel. In the Trial general purpose front 

wheel 21 "and rear wheel 18", as can be seen in Figure 6 a small wheel must climb the 

step in less time than a large, this increases their vertical velocity form the suspensions 

work more and more movements are transferred to the sprung mass of the bike. 
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For a given section of a tire, the rubber in contact area with the ground is higher in larger 

wheels. With smaller wheels, the width can be increased to not reduce the tire contact 

area. Note the example of Figure 7 which compares two city scooters. 

 

    
Fig. 18 - Effects different wheels diameters       Fig. 19 - Scooters tire and different sections 

 
 

 A motorcycle was mounted wheels with 16” or 17”, the wheels will be of radios, 

since it will be lighter and at least the prototype to be more economical, since the 

rear will be unique. Ideal for the front wheel is a wheel existing reducing costs, 

and radios to not break the aesthetic with the rear wheel. 

 We are trying to contact Morad for rims (they will indicate the minimum size of 

the rear wheel may be mounted, engine size requires a minimal diameter for 

mounting) and Rodi for the tire, a smooth tire grip reducing the resistance. 

 

2.1.3 Lights 
 

In order to design all the light system we have decided to use LEDs due to the fact that these 

elements have a very low consumption rate. Thus, we are going to design and built the front and 

rear light, license plate light and finally the direction lights.  

 

For doing that we have contacted the Spanish company Line, Señalización Electrónica S.L. This 

company designs and assemblies giant LED displays. 

 

We are now doing some trials with the front light. As it must be supplied with 12V and have a 

power of 35W, we are thinking about using an array of 35 1W LEDs. But we still have to wait for 

the design.  

 

For the rear light we are looking for some specifies of the European regulation before assembling 

it. 

 

For the license plate we will use a 5 or 6 LEDs row in order to illuminate it. 
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Finally, we will build the direction lights. For doing that we are thinking about a design involving 

some flip-flops or even a 555. 

 

In order to succeed the water test we will use silicone covering for all the circuits and LEDs arrays. 

 

As the light topic punctuates 25 points out of 1000 we think we can reach them by using very low 
consumption light system combined with ultra light LEDs. Also we will design a very aerodynamic 
shape to reduce the power consumption. The LED light system will also help us to increase the 
energetic efficiency. 
 

 

2.1.4 Brake System 

In a motorcycle braking system is independent for each wheel. The front brake system is 

more important because it is used as a main brake; the rear is used to assist. The systems 

will not be the same as the rear will be conditioned by the space once chosen the disc and 

the wheel. 

To ensure good braking of the bike, it was decided to mount floating discs front and rear. 

The dimensions of the disks will be given by the needs and availability. 

Supplier 

We contacted JJuan, they provide us calipers and hoses, and the assembly. We will design the 

joint with the swingarm for the rear wheel. We contacted Galfer, they provide us the two disks. 

     

 

2.1.5 Vehicle smart components  

Smartphone app for the vehicle control and monitoring 
 

In order to control the battery status we are still waiting for the M2M board of orange. It is 

supposed it will provide a mechanism to transfer the data of the CAN bus via GPRS to an IBM's 

server. 
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Once the data has been uploaded to the internet we will design a Smartphone application in 

order to have an interface which allows the user to see the battery status. Besides we will take 

profit of the Smartphone in order to control the route, mean speed, maximum speed, trip time 

etc. 

We would also like to control some parameters related with the temperature and humidity of the 

engine and the ECU. As we still don't know which parameters are being controlled by the CAN bus 

we have think about using a Zolertia Z1 board. This board can acquire data and transfer it via ratio 

in a specified time interval. 

As the Smart components punctuate 50 points out of 1000 we have thought that designing an app 

will give us a lot of chances due to the fact that nowadays this technology is rapidly increasing. It 

will also improve the modernity of the whole vehicle and it is a field which can be highly 

developed in the near future.  

2.1.6 Body and seat:  

The body and seat will be designed following the specifications given in the rules: No sharp edges 

capable of producing incisions in the body at speeds below 10km/h. The seats permanently 

attached to the frame or body.  

 
 

2.2 Mandatory parts and materials used in the 
project 

 
2.2.1 Electrical engine + Batteries + Electronics for 
Management 

Identifying the components 
 

Firstly, we needed to identify all the electronic components. In order to do that we asked for all 

the datasheets to the company ElMoto. As we received no answer we decided to start 

investigating by ourselves. However, we could not get so much information related to the ECU 

and the cables due to the complexity of the system. Thus, we asked again for the datasheets. Now 

we succeeded.  

Once we had all the information related to the electronic circuit, battery and cables we proceeded 

with the identification of all the elements. On one hand, we identified all the cables and their 

connections with the display and the ECU. We found several problems related with that because 

the datasheet of some cables mistook the connection ID. Nevertheless, we used a tester in order 

to fix the problem so we finally could identify all the connections. 
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Although all the connections were identified we still have some problems related with the power 

supply of the ECU unit. We have not identified yet the polarity of the power supply connections of 

the ECU and also the connectivity of the 48V-12V converter with the ECU. 

We are now also identifying the data controlled by the CAN bus. In order to do that we are using a 

sniffer with Kvaser CanKing free software. But we will need the CAN frames identifiers. We have 

asked for them to ElMoto with no response.  

Battery 
 

We have done several proves related with charging/discharging the batteries in order to check to 

proper functioning of the battery. Once we had done that we decided to change the shape of the 

battery in order to fit it with the chassis shape. 

We are going to rebuild it completely from the cells structure to the containing box.  

                

As the energetic efficiency punctuates 50 points out of 1000 we have thought about reducing the 

weight of the battery package.  

Voltage peak circuit 
 

As the engine works at a nominal power of 1,7 kW being able to stand 2 kW we have thought 

about using a super capacitor. It will be activated trough a switch button in the console for those 

situations that require a special acceleration or an extra power to pass through a big slope. As we 

have commented it will be fit through the energy recovery system. 
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We will use Maxwell super capacitors. We still have to make up a decision in terms of power. 

 

 
 

 

We can consider it as another Smart Component of the vehicle. Even it represents a plus of 

weight we think that it is really necessary in order to pass some of the dynamic tests such as 

acceleration or slopes. 

Energy recovery 
 

In order to feed the super capacitor we will need an extra energy system. We could use an extra 

battery but we have thought about using a system that recovers the kinetic energy. We have 

found several ways to do that: 

- We have thought about using pyro electric components close to the breaking system to 

take profit of the differential heat generated. However, the temperature difference will 

not be enough to generate the power that we are looking for. 

- Another option is to use piezoelectric components situated in the absorption system. But 

we have found the same problem though we will probably use them as a help. 

- Finally we have decided to use a dynamo situated at the front wheel which will be only 

activated during the breaking process. 

 
As energetic efficiency punctuates 100 points out of 1000 which represents a 10% we have to be 

very competent in this topic. Thus, we will carefully choose the components to reach as much 

autonomy for the vehicle as we can. 

 

 2.2.2 Safety systems  
 

The ECU incudes a feature to stop all electric signals when the kickstand is deployed, so we will 

adapt this into an emergency stop button to lock the smartmoto electrically.  
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3. Introduction 
 

Our team has been hand-picked on the basis of motivation and academic skills that are 

useful for this project from both the ETSEIB-UPC and ELISAVA, thus joining design with 

engineering. Considering the project and team size we have splitted the team into 4 

groups: Chassis, Electronics, Organization, and Dynamics. While there are no strictly set 

boundaries between the groups and there is an extensive interaction between them, this 

allows us to focus on particular problems that we can solve with our skillset.  

4. Organization 

Planification 
 

We have planned our work according to the deadlines provided by the project (March 15, 

June 15), with two revisions per delivery, to be able to cope with last minute adjustments, 

without them being done in a hurry.  

 

Team 
 

The members of the project have been divided under the following categories:   

- Chassis: Edgard Vilaseca, Jorge Laucirica, Sergio Fernandez, Luis Sanfelices, Alex 
Casabo, Humbert Claramunt           
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- Electronics: Roger Ribas, David Tutusaus, Pau Romagosa 
 

- Organization: Juan Sagnier, Ignasi Genis, Antonio Tornos, Antón Odena 
 

- Dynamics: Joan de la Torre, Guillermo Fernandez-Goula 

Image 

 

We have created a website about our team to show the project to the public: http://smc-

ee.upc.edu.  

This is our design of the bike. 

 

 

 

 

We also create a facebook group and twitter team to explain the process of building the 

motorbike with the help of our sponsors.  

https://www.facebook.com/SmcEe 

https://twitter.com/SmcEE1 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/SmcEe
https://twitter.com/SmcEE1
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5. Technical Regulations:  
 
 

5.1 Free parts and materials used in the project 
 

5.1.1 Frame 
 
Analysis and technical calculations 

This part includes all the efforts that the motorbike will withstand in normal and critical 
conditions. It is essential to know all the resulting forces to stand before the study on 
finite elements. 
 

 Definition of the system 
 
To begin studying this section some geometrical parameters of the motorbike have to be 
specified. The weight is about 50 kg and the pilot, who will drive it, is supposed to weigh 
90 kg. So the total weight results in 140 kg. 
 
The wheelbase is 1330 mm long and the trail lengths 82,7 mm. The motorcycle is 
considered as a rigid element. 
 
The value of the acceleration of gravity is 9.81 m/s2. 
 
The coefficient of static friction between asphalt and tire is 0.9 although in dry and in 
good condition asphalt it can reach 1. The contact between tire and ground is considered, 
for calculation reasons, punctual, thus obviating the pressure signature. In addition, it is 
considered that tires adopt a rigid behaviour without the possibility of deformation 
during the movement.  Neither is taken in account the effects of viscous friction caused 
by the wind. 
 
In individual studies other specific simplifications have also been taken. 
 
Following the dimensions of the chassis and the centre mass of the vehicle (pilot 
included) are presented: 
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Fig. 9 - Geometric characteristics of the vehicle 
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Dynamic study 

- Maximum acceleration: 

 

Fig.  10: force diagram motorbike-motorist (not shown) in maximum acceleration 

 

( )
sistema

F m a G   

Decomposing vectorially the forces on the whole in the two main directions: 

 OX: 1 2 ( )t tF F m a G    

 OY:  1 2 0n nF F m g  
 

where 2 2t est nF F   

Considering simplifications: 1 1 0n tF F   (front contactless) 

2 140 9,81 1373,4nF m g N      

  20,9 9,81 8,8 /esta G g m s      
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The stress on the conjunct: 

( )i m a GF    ; 2 140·8,83 1236,2i tF F N    

 

 

 

- Maximum braking 

 
In both cases maximum braking, front and rear, the TQM theorem is used to find a 
solution to the whole system of forces. 
 

( )
sistema

F m a G   

 

o Braking only with the front wheel 

 

Fig. 11: diagram force of the global system in the front wheel breaking 

 

Decomposing vectorially the forces on the whole in the two main directions: 

 OX: 1 2 ( )t tF F m a G    

 OY: 1 2 0n nF F m g    
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Considering simplifications:  2 2 0n tF F    (rear contactless) 

and using the model dry Coulomb friction:  

1 1   t est nF F   

The set of equations is solved and the normal value of the front wheel and the maximum 

deceleration are calculated.  

    1 140 9,81 1373,4nF m g N       

   20,9 9,81 8,8 /esta G g m s      

So then, the effort over the conjunct will be: 
 

( )i m a GF     

1 ( ) 14 8,83 1236,20tF F m a G N    
i  

 

o Braking only with the rear wheel 

 

Fig. 12: diagram force of the global system in the rear wheel breaking 

In this case, the system is solved by a factor of 0.7 to the theoretical normal rear wheel 
because of the variation of the weight distribution between the front and rear wheel. 

Decomposing vectorially the forces on the whole in the two main directions: 

 OX: 1 2 ( )t tF F m a G    
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 OY: 1 2 0n nF F m g    

 

 Moreover, by applying the coefficient of 0.7 we have: 

1 0,3 412,0nF m g N     

2 0,7 961,4nF m g N     

Considering the model dry Coulomb friction: 

2 2 865,24t est n NF F    

Therefore, if the effort applied to the global system is: 

2 865,2t NF F 
i  

Then, the maximum deceleration will be: 

  22 865,24 6,2 /
140

t iF F
a G m s

m m
     

 
 

o  Inside the curve 
 

In this situation the normal acceleration is relevant due to the change of direction when 
cornering. This acceleration causes centrifugal force to be compensated by the frictional 
force between tire and ground.  
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Fig. 13: representation of the forces in the cornering 

As in the preceding paragraphs it is also used TQM theorem to find a solution to the 
whole system of forces. 
 

( )
sistema

F m a G   

 OX:  ( )ncF m a G   

 OY: 0nF m g    

Another equation required is the Coulomb dry model: 

t est nF F   

Therefore: 

140 9,81 1373,4nF m g N      

  20,9 9,81 8,8 /n esta G g m s   
 

In this way we can find the relation between radius and maximum acceleration  

2

( )n
va G

R
  

The total stress in the global system will be: 

( ) 1 0 8,83 1234 6,2F m Na G   
i  

And we can reach the maximum inclination that allows stability: 

 1373,4arctan arctan 48º
1236,2

n

i

F
F
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Stress study: Analysis of loads on the chassis 

 Once the dynamic study has been done, the forces that are transmitted directly to the 

chassis must be calculated. It is considered the forces transmitted to the anchorages of 

the chassis in 3 different situations: maximum acceleration, maximum braking only with 

the rear wheel and only with the front wheel. 

 

 2.1 Maximum acceleration 

 

Fig.  14: diagram forces in the swingarm and wheel. 

In the situation of maximum acceleration, the motorcycle and ground contact occurs only 
via the rear wheel, so it is assumed that the anchorage of the front chassis is not 
performing any force. 

In all cases, the mass and inertia elements are considered negligible, since the entire mass 

of the motorcycle and the rider is considered punctual and applied to the center of 

gravity of the assembly. 

First of all, reactions, that the wheel transmits to the chassis through the swingarm, are 

calculated. 

By Theorem movement amount and the sum of moments it is obtained: 
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1

2

3618,5

2099,6

28,83

MF N

F N

F N







 

(In the sense of the Fig.  6) 

2.2 Stress study in maximum breaking 

2.2.A Maximun breaking with only the frontal wheel 

 

Image 15: diagram forces in the fork and frontal wheel. 

During braking only with the front wheel, the ground contact with the motorcycle occurs 
only through the front wheel. It is assumed, then, that the back of the motorcycle does 
not transmit any force, only by the front fork. 

Projecting horizontally and vertically reactions and applying the theorem of momentum 

and the sum of moments yields it is obtained the following reactions on top of the fork: 
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1

2

3

1241,7

3163,2

2576,2

F N

F N

F N







 

(in the sense of Fig.  7) 

2.2.B Maximun breaking with only the rear wheel 

First, we find the reactions on the fork. 

                                

 

Fig. 16: representation of the forces during the rear maximum wheel braking 

 

Applying the same method as in the frontal wheel we find: 

 

 

 

1

2

3

4

5

372,5

948,9

772,8

3008,4

60,5

2324,8m

F N

F N

F N

F N

F N

F N
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 2.3 Stress inside the curve: 

                    

Fig. 9: representation of the forces inside the curve 

In this case the forces result: 

1

2

3

4

5

5426,1

6662,3

2576,2

3163,2

1241,3

F N

F N

F N

F N

F N

 

 







 

6

7

8
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Material analysis  

When we think about the structural part of the motorcycle we search for the maximum 

rigidity of the assembly at the same time that it has to be light and strong. 

Throughout history many materials have been used for building structures for 

competition vehicles, but the most common are aluminum and steel although carbon and 

titanium. The second one has been finally chosen due to, basically, his low density. 
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- Aluminium: 

The main advantage of aluminum is its density, which allows low-weight structures. It is 

also easy to manufacture whereas it is difficult to weld. Another aspect is the price, which 

is higher than the steel. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF ALUMINUM: 

 It is an anticorrosive material which is not necessary to make a further treatment 

after mechanization. 

 Can be used unpainted 

 Good machinability 

 Good acceptance of industrial adhesive bonding 

 Suitable for low temperature applications 

 

WEAKNESSES IN ALUMINUM: 

 At equal volume, aluminum is approximately 1.5 times more expensive than steel.  

 It has a lower tensile strength tan the steel  

 Very sensible to temperature rise 

 Loss of strength in the Weld HAZ in some alloys 

 More prone to fatigue failure than steel 

 Expansion and contraction is twice than steel 

 Very sensible to galvanic corrosion when in contact with other metals. 

 

 

Finally, aluminum alloy 6082 is chosen, due to the fact that it is a type of aluminum that 

offers better machinability and welding. Moreover it is also relatively inexpensive and 

easy to find on the market and provides adequate stiffness properties of our design as 

lightness.  

Aluminum alloy 6082 is used to make sheets, plates, bars, tubes and profiles. In addition, 

it is commonly used in the construction of industrial machinery, used in highly stressed 

applications, trusses, bridges, cranes, and transport applications. Particularly, in the 

automotive field, it is used for commercial vehicles. The properties of this material are 

explained below. 
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This aluminum is a medium strength alloy with excellent corrosion resistance. It has the 

highest strength of the 6000 series alloys. Alloy 6082 is known as a structural alloy. In 

plate form, 6082 is the alloy most commonly used for machining. As a relatively new 

alloy, the higher strength of 6082 has seen it replace 6061 in many applications. The 

addition of a large amount of manganese controls the grain structure which in turn 

results in a stronger alloy. However, it is difficult to produce thin walled, complicated 

extrusion shapes in alloy 6082.  

T6 is a solution heat treated and artificially aged. With treatment T6, aluminum provides 

better finish and therefore a glossier surface. 

Artificial aging: State T6, 16 hours at 165 ° C + - 5 ° C or 8 hours at 175 ° C + = 5 ° C. 

Note that their behavior with this treatment both in rural and industrial environment is 

satisfactory. 

In fabrication, this material has a satisfactory cold workability and machinability. 

Regarding the welding, this material behaves satisfactorily flame welding and electrical 

resistance. Al 6082 also accepts arc welding and brazing with argon gas. 

The following table provides the percentage of elements in the alloy. 

Chemical Element % Present 

Manganese (Mn) 0.40 - 1.00 

Iron (Fe) 0.0 - 0.50 

Magnesium (Mg) 0.60 - 1.20 

Silicon (Si) 0.70 - 1.30 

Copper (Cu) 0.0 - 0.10 

Zinc (Zn) 0.0 - 0.20 

Titanium (Ti) 0.0 - 0.10 

Chromium (Cr) 0.0 - 0.25 

Aluminium (Al) Balance 
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After that, physical properties values are showed. 

Density 2.70 g/cm³ 

Melting Point 555 °C 
Thermal Expansion 24 x10^-6 /K 
Modulus of Elasticity 70 GPa 
Thermal Conductivity 180 W/m·K 
Electrical Resistivity 0.038 x10^-6 Ω·m 

 

Finally, mechanical properties are displayed. 

 

 

 

 

The aluminum supplier is Tecalum. Tecalum Industrial is specialised in the manufacture 

of products of aluminum for the industrial sector. It is located in Tortellà (Girona, Spain). 

The raw material is aluminum with the following features: 

 Sheet 2000x1000x4mm 

 Weight 21,6kg/sheet 

 Profile U 60x60x5mm 

Production 

The pieces have been created from a U-shaped. Then the pieces are cut L-shaped and 

welded to form a rectangle with the desired geometry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proof Stress 0.2% 310 MPa 

Tensile Strength 340 MPa 
Elongation 11 % 
Shear Strength 210 MPa 
Hardness Vickers 100 HV 

Fig. 11. L-

shaped 
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Moreover, sheets are laser cut. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Finally, some aluminum blocks are machined to create, for example, the binding swing 

arm and frame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13. Machined aluminum 

block  

Fig. 12. 

Sheets 
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Shocks 

- Front fork 

 Sprung part 

Contains the handlebar and is attached to the chassis through the bottom yoke and pipe. 

It allows adjusting the orientation of the front wheel to control the direction of the 

motorcycle. To define this element is necessary to know the two lines that define the 

direction of the suspension and the steering stem and fork point to attach to the chassis. 

To make dynamic simulations requires mass, the moments of inertia, the position of the 

center of inertia and the location of the points where it joins the handle to the driver. 

 Unsprung part 

Joins sprung part of the fork with the front wheel and allows relative movement of the 

wheel relative to the handlebar. The union with the suspended part contains the whole 

forming spring and shock that forming the front suspension. 

Suspension characteristics 

 Simplicity 

We want that the chosen system is simple, that is, that does not offer an added 

difficulty which itself may have a system that meets the basic objectives. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N1 

Parameter for the weighting:  p1=0,3 

 Weight and mass distribution 

We want the motorcycle has a center of mass as low as possible and minimum 

weight for easy handling thereof. We want the suspension system provide that 

the elements forming part of the suspension cooperate as far as possible to lower 

the center of gravity position. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N2 

Parameter for the weighting:  p2=0,4 

 System Regulation 

It wants the suspension system can be regulated to adapt the system behavior to 

each type of situation, being able to do a tune quickly and easily. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N3 

Parameter for the weighting:  p3=0,05 

 Space saving. Accessibility 

It wants the suspension system does not occupy much space and is accessible to 

perform simple regulation. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N4 
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Parameter for the weighting:  p4=0,15 

 Aesthetics 

You want a motorcycle that aesthetics help in the sale, placement of the 

suspension system can give the motorcycle a more sporty or more urban. 

Note that given the system for feature:  N5 

Parameter for the weighting:  p5=0,1 

The score given to each suspension system with a value between 0 and 10, is given by: 

       ∑     

 

   

                               

 

Front suspension types 

 Traditional fork 

The front suspension consists of telescopic forks that made both the steering and 

suspension functions. Within the forks are the spring and fluids responsible for 

dumping. 

The arrangement of these can be normal or inverted. In an inverted fork most 

masses are on the top, minimizing unsprung weight and improve the dynamic 

behavior. 

 
Fig.14. Schema traditional front fork 

Fig.15. Inverted fork of Kawasaki 
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Notes given to the system:  

      

      

      

      

       

 

 Telelever 

The front splits and separates the steering and suspension functions. The 

suspension is entrusted to a central shock that has a route pretty lame compared 

to a traditional fork and much more rigid. The direction is governed by the 'rod' 

traditionally used and in this case can be much thinner than usual. 

 

 

Figure 16. BMW telelever system      Figure 17. Telelever schema system  

Notes given to the system:  

      

      

      

      

       

 

 Duolever 

It is an evolution of the telelever system that rods completely disappear to make 

way for two uprights without any path which are anchored to the swingarm by a 
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double trapezium. The management is entrusted to a system similar to the car's 

front spindles, by means of braces is achieved turn the front wheel. 

 

Figure 18. Duolever schema system 

 

Notes given to the system:  

      

      

      

      

       

 

Rear suspension types 

 One central 

The group spring and dumper is front of the rear wheel, joining swingarm and 

chassis seat height. it is the universal solution for its simplicity and convenience in 

the set. Leave the center of mass quite delayed. It is a setting that gives a sportier 

look. 

Notes given to the system:  

      

      

      

      

      

 

 

 Two lateral 
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The group spring and damper is on the side of the rear wheel, joining swingarm 

and chassis seat height, is another universal solution and also delays the center of 

gravity, it can cause extra efforts if they don’t work together. 

 

Notes given to the system:  

      

      

      

      

      

 

 

 

Choice of suspensions. 

Once the study to see what advantages and drawbacks of each system is done, we 

proceed to choose the system that best fits our needs. 

For the front, we have opted for a conventional fork, bicycle given their low weight and 

the ability to set its hardness, for comfort, properly prepared for urban use with the 

corresponding use of springs, preload and oil of different densities, has a distance of 

170mm. The fork is a Marzochi 888. 

For the election of the rear suspension we were decided to assemble a damper located in 

the center so as to better distribute efforts, as advantages of using a higher damper range 

in our motorcycle and a wide possibility of adjustment. The system is designed from the 

start to the bike, because the swingarm should have a specific anchor on the top and the 

chassis where the system will be anchored. The dimensions are enclosed in a drawing in 

the annexes. The spring constant is 9kg/mm, have a softer and a more rigid, so that we 

can try and decide what we do better. 
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Fig. 1.19. Adjustable damper 

The overall result is a more equitable distribution of weights, with a more compact front 

suspension and a bike more stable and robust against vibrations. 

 

Supplier. 

We have contacted Ollé-Amortidors, and they have provided us the rear suspension. 

The cost for the team is zero, since contact is done by mail, and the rear suspension is 

send to Tecalum for machining the anchors to the chassis 

 
 
 
 

Brakes supports 

From the moment generated in the wheel in the cases of maximum braking, and applying 

summation of Forces and Moments, it is observable how this braking affects the supports. 

- Front Support 
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From previous sections we know: 

              ,                         ,     

                       ,                            

Applying summation of Forces and Moments we obtain the forces in the support: 

  {
   cos   ,      cos  ,       

  sin   ,     sin  ,    
 

           ,       ,       ,    

                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Rear Support: 
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From previous sections we know: 

                                    ,     

                                           

Applying summation of Forces and Moments we obtain the forces in the support: 

  {
   cos   ,     cos  ,      

  sin   ,    sin  ,   
 

           ,       ,          
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Ergonomy 

Reducing the dimensions of the bike has been important during all the design within the 

means of achieving a weight and volume that allow using the maximum engine and 

battery potential. 

However, let's not forget that it's an urban vehicle and, due to it, it must offer a certain 

comfort during driving. 

Therefore, the first to be done has been adapting all the dimensions of the chassis to a 

mannequin seated after norm ISO15536-1. 

Moreover, as the mannequin dimensions are fixed and people measures can vary 

considerably from one another, it's been considered convenient adding to the design 

some variable position elements that allow the driver to regulate them to his pleasure. 

These are the seat and the handlebars. 

The seat has been based on the design of a bicycle seat. This way it can be inclined, raised 

or lowered and, what's more, a rail has been added to permit moving it backwards and 

forwards. 

 

Also, the contact area has been increased and covered with a spongy fabric in terms of 

improving comfort. 

The handlebars allow adjusting the inclination and height so that the driver is able to 

adapt it himself.  
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2.2.2 Wheels 

The wheels are the contact element of the motorcycle to the ground through the tire. 

Forces and moments are transmitted between the ground and the motorcycle to control 

the movement. 

To size the wheels it is necessary to know the radius of each wheel, the weight and the 

moment of inertia, and the spokes where forces are applied to the brakes. In addition to 

the rear wheel it is necessary to know the characteristics of the engine that will be 

connected to the rear wheel. 

The diameter and the type of tire have an important role in the behavior of the 

motorcycle. Depending on the role you want to make, the motorcycle having big wheel or 

small wheel will provide advantages and drawbacks. 

For example, for the same section of the tire, the use of a wheel of a smaller size causes a 

reduction in the unsprang masses, which provides better grip. An example is that while 

most sport bikes have 17" wheels, MotoGP bikes are 16.5" or 16 ". 

Another factor which affects the size of the wheel is known as the gyroscopic effect. 

Gyroscopic forces are proportional to the rotating wheel speed and the square of the 

diameter of the wheel. Thus for a given tire, it can be concluded that the larger the rim, 

the higher the gyroscopic forces for the same speed. 

If the motorcycle is intended for Off-Road use for example, Trial, the driver will perceive 

more bumps with a small wheel than a larger wheel. In the Trial general purpose front 

wheel 21 "and rear wheel 18", as can be seen in Figure 21, a small wheel must climb the 

step in less time than a large, this increases their vertical velocity form the suspensions 

work more and more movements are transferred to the sprung mass of the bike. 

For a given section of a tire, the rubber in contact area with the ground is higher in larger 

wheels. With smaller wheels, the width can be increased not to reduce the tire contact 

area. Note the example of Figure 20 which compares two city scooters. 
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Figure 20 Effects different wheels diameters 
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Figure 21 Scooters tire and different sections 

Choosing Wheels 

 Front Wheel. 

To use the front wheel rim 16”, using scoopy 

50cc. Since be cheaper. We will mechanize the 

brake disc area, to prevent the fork touch, we 

also mechanize some adapters for the axis, 

since the hole of the fork is bigger than the 

wheel axis, together with a spacer to center 

the wheel. The dimensions are appended in a 

drawing in the annexes. 

The tire is fitted sizes 180/80 

 Rear Wheel. 

To mount a rim rear wheel 17” 2.5, mounted 

on the motor with 36 radius. 

 

Suppliers 

The front wheel is second hand purchased together with the brake disc. The adapters to 

axis are machined by Fundació CIM. The cost for the team is 40€ for the wheel, and the 

adapters through sponsorship.  

The rear rim has been mounted by the 

company AAW (Automotive Art Wheels) 

by sponsoring and the final cost for the 

team is 150€. 

The tires have been supplied and 

installed by RODI, with a cost of 8€. 
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2.2.3 Lights 
 

In order to design all the light system we have decided to use LEDs due to the fact that 

these elements have a very low consumption rate. Thus, we are going to design and built 

the front and the direction lights. The break light has been supplied by GasGas Company. 

They gave us a complete light set, including: 

 

- Front lights 

- Direction lights 

- Break lights 

- DC Horn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, we only use the break light because it’s the only one built on LEDs. Moreover, 

the direction lights will be controlled by the Arduino board which can only supply 5V 

through its digital outputs. The 5V supply is not enough to feed the given lights. 

 

We first thought about using a 4A DC horn supplied by BMW but its high current consume 

forced us to replace it by a 1.5A horn by GasGas.  

 

 The original model from BWM was replaced 
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For building the other lights we have contacted the Spanish company Line, señalización 

electrónica S.L. This company designs and assemblies giant LED displays. 

 

We are now doing some trials with the front light. As measured, it has to be supplied with 7.55V 

DC and deliver 35W. At first, we thought about using a rhombus shape, nevertheless we will 

probably use a two line shape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The break light is the most critical aspect. We have a three point connection coming out 

from the ECU. There is one neutral wire, one 7.55V DC wire and one 9.7V DC wire that 

increases to 11.85V DC when a break procedure is detected. Thus, we are going to use the 

GasGas break light that consists of a double LED matrix. One of those matrixes is always 

feed by the 7.55V while the other one is fed by the 9.7V. 
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Finally, we have built the direction lights. We will use 4 direction lights (2 fronts and 2 

rears) as the ones showed in the picture above. As the ECU doesn’t provide any 

mechanism in order to control them we thought about designing an Arduino based 

system for controlling them. Even though we understand that using a micro is not the 

best solution for this (for example a 555 astable mode circuit can fulfill our requirements) 

we have thought about all the possibilities that it will offer us for future editions. 

 

 
 

We have used the digital outputs from the Arduino board that supply 5V. The connection 

is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Digital Pinouts used for 

controlling the 

direction lights system 
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We must understand that the final circuit will replace the LED for the LED rows of the direction 

lights. 

 

The code used to program the Arduino is as follows: 

 

 
 

We had some problems at the time of running the Arduino API. We managed to fix it by 

installing the unofficial enhanced version. It is easy to observe that it is not a very efficient 

code. The best solution would be one based on listening to the user queries but we have 

not had enough time to work on it.  

 

In order to succeed the water test we will use silicone covering for all the circuits and 

LEDs arrays. We will also provide a sealed encapsulation for the Arduino board.  

 

As the light topic punctuates 25 points out of 1000 we think we can reach them by using 

very low consumption light system combined with ultra light LEDs. Also we will design a 

very aerodynamic shape to reduce the power consumption. The LED light system will also 

help us to increase the energetic efficiency.  
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2.2.4 Brake System 

In a motorcycle, braking system is independent for each wheel. The front brake system is 

more important because it is used as a main brake; the rear is used to assist. The systems 

will not be the same as the rear will be conditioned by the space once chosen the disc and 

the wheel. 

 Brake disc. 

 Front 

To ensure good braking of the bike, it was decided to mount floating discs 

front, 220mm in diameter and 3mm thickness, three holes of scoopy 50c.  

We had to mechanize the area where rests the disc to the wheel centered 

and leave enough space for the installation of the clamp. 

 Rear 

A floating disc 203mm in diameter and 2mm thickness, with 6 anchor holes 

universal bicycle type. 

 Brake calipers 

 Front 

It is a floating caliper with two opposing pistons, diameter 25 mm, with 

axial anchor, usually used in motorcycle trial, due to its light weight. 

Calculated for a 220mm disc, requires a coupling for attachment to the 

fork Marzocchi 888, whose drawing is in the annexes. 

 Rear 

It is a floating caliper with one opposing piston, diameter 25 mm, with axial 

anchor, is widely used to minimoto, due to its light weight and small size. 

Calculated for a 220mm disc, involves having to cut the pills. The drawing 

of the swingarm anchor is in the annexes.  

 Others 

 Levers 

The brakes are activated by independent levers. Each handle has its piston 

brake pump 9.5 mm. Used for trial bikes for its light weight. Include switch 

for turning on the brake light. 

 Hydraulic hoses 

Pressing 1 side with thread M8 to 30 degrees and the other side with free-

nut to free configuration. A meter for the front and two meters to the rear. 

 Brake fluids 

Brake fluid DOT4. 
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Suppliers. 

We have provided calipers, hoses, levers and brake fluid for The Company JJuan. They 

have helped us with the assembly. 

The union with the swingarm in 

the case of the rear wheel was 

madden by the company who built 

the chassis (Tecalum) . The front 

caliper union with the fork, the 

Fundació CIM manufactured it by 

machining. 

The front disc is second hand, and 

the rear has been purchased from 

a specialized bike shop. 

So the cost for team is only the trips made to the company, because the contact is made 

by e-mail. Estimating three trips, the fuel cost would be about 15€. 

The front support supposes no cost for the equipment, because sponsorship involves 

manufacturing cost 0, not required to travel as it is located on the campus of the 

university. The rear support cost is included in the cost of the chassis, as their 

manufacture does not involve any cost for the equipment and the transfer is done along 

with the rest of the chassis. The cost front disc is 10€ and rear 37 €. The machining of the 

wheel was held within the school, by the Laboratori Comú of UPC. 

 

 

 
2.2.5 Vehicle smart components  

 

The designed bike Bruc01 includes some smart components in order to communicate the 

electronics with the rest of the world. See section HMI and Telemetry for more information 

(2.2.2. HMI and Telemetry)  
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2.2.6 Body and seat:  
 Inspiration 

 

We’ve taken inspiration of some furniture and animals due to their shapes and design for 

the fairing of the Bruc 01. 

 

We’ve take geometric forms for the basic parts, and with the stylized front, we wanted to 

give to the Bruc 01 an aggressive personality. 
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First Sketches and ideas 
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Key Sketch 

 

The final design has 7 pieces: two for the back tilting, two for the seat support, two for 

the main body (the one that covers the battery and other electronics) and one for the 

basis for the headlight. 

 

 

 

 

Final design and Renders 
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Realistic render in white and blue. 

 

 

 

 

Materials and manufacturing processes of the Bruc 01 

 

As can be seen in the picture below, the fairing of the bike consists of 6 symmetrical 

pieces and the front plate. All the pieces will be made of polypropylene, which is a 

reliable material for this type of application and easy to process.  

 

 

 

The most important factors when making the pieces have been the cost and time of 

production and that is why it was decided to manufacture all the parts by 
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thermoforming. 3D model through, all the models are made by milling foam and then, 

will serve as molds for the thermoforming of the final pieces. For the holes in the center 

body parts a post-thermoforming machining it's needed. Apart from this and depending 

off the availability of the required machinery shall be taken into account the possibility to 

manufacture the front mask through 3D printing technique so better finishes and 

dimensional control could be acquired, besides this, the 3D printing is an art technique 

that every day is more popular in the production of all kinds of parts due to reduced costs 

and the possibilities offered. As designers, is important to know the new production 

techniques and its emerging possibilities. 

 

Once all the parts are manufactured, they will be joined between them and to the chassis 

by geometric lace and screws. To join the front plate in its place, standard connections 

will be used that are already in the market. 

 

 

1standard clams to join the front plate 

 
 

2.3 Mandatory parts and materials used in the 
project 

 
2.2.1 Electrical engine + Batteries + Electronics for 
Management 

 

The whole Electric and Electronic set has been supplied by ELMOTO and is formed by the 

next devices shown in the picture and described below. Figure 22 shows the schematic 

diagram and the real components. 
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Figure 22 Schematic Diagram and Connection Cables 

Thanks to that diagram we could identify the next parts, and after test previously all the 

connections and pin-to-pin correspondence made the next connections shown in the 

figure 23. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

8 

9 

10

  

11

  

12
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Figure 13 Whole Power and Control Electronic set supplied by ELMOTO 

The components marked are the Electric Engine (1), ECU-Inverter (2), ECU-Inverter CAN 

Communications (3), Battery (4), Charger (5), Low Voltage Rectifier (6), Cockpit (7), Gas, 

Cockpit SPI Communication (8), Throttle-Horn-Km/Mil Controls (9), Lighting Control 

Output (10), Break Switch Input (11), Kickstand Input (12) 

2.2.1.1 Electric Engine/Motor 

The 49-29-1 (WYSG) is the traction motor. The current engine is a 1.75 [kW] (≈ 2.38 [CV]) / 

28 [N·m]. It is a Brushless AC motor, also called Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Motor 

(PMSM) but with a peculiarity. In regular PMSM the part that turns or rotates (Rotor) is 

on the Inside while the stationary part which is fixed (Stator) is on the Outside, but in this 

case is Stator is on the inside and Rotor on the part. Figure 24 shows this difference. 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 
7 

8 9 

10 

11 

3 

12 
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Figure24: (a) Cylindrical Outside Rotor vs (b) Cylindrical Inside Rotor (All About Circuits) ant the ELMOTO engine 

In a summarized way, this configuration implies the Magnets are installed on the Outside 

part while the Windings on the Inside since now the ‘shaft’ is the Stator. 

The engine is interfaces with the Inverter by using a 3-phase cable hose for power signals 

and a 5-lines hose cable with power supply (x2 lines) and a 3-phase low power signals. 

The relation between colors and phases are: 

- Red -> VCC 

- Yellow -> Phase 1 

- Green -> Phase 2 

- Blue -> Phase 3 

- Black -> GND 

 

 

 

2.2.1.2 ECU – Inverter 

In case of the ELMOTO implementation, a compact ECU-Inverter has been implemented. 

It is the responsible of the correct coordination and working modes of the whole set of 

components in order to ensure all components work properly. In the picture below the 

main parts in colors have been identified. 

Figure 25: K_4 motor cable for motor vers.2 (006006) 
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Figure 26: Case and External Connections (left) and Internal Electronic Components (right) 

- In Red: the Main Power Connection. Here is connected the Power Supply from the 

Battery and the 3-phase lines from the Engine. 

- In Turquoise: the Switching Regulator Cable. It is an independent rectifier which 

Input is the Battery Voltage (Vbat) and has as Output regulated 12 V which are 

used to supply all the ‘Control Electronics’ (DSP in orange and so on) 

- In Blue: the Main Control Connector. All the rest of external signals for lighting, 

communication, etc. come out from here. 

- In Yellow: a Hall-Current Sensor. It is connected between the +Vbat and the DC 

Buss array of capacitors (in green) 

- In Green: the DC Bus. It is formed by an array of parallel Al capacitors which have 

the function of deliver (or absorb in case of regenerative braking) high peaks of 

energy when the Battery Power it’s not enough. They also help to reduce ripple in 

the whole DC (Vcc) line. 

- In Violet: 3-phase Power MOSFET Bridge. Is the most important power part since, 

thanks to the control signals coming from the DSP, converts and transfer the 

energy stored in the Battery to the Engine in the proper way to achieve it to move 

and perform as required and needed. 

 

 

 

Q1: Driving -> Possitive Speed 

and Possitive Torque 

Q2: Braking -> Possitve Speed 

and Negative Torque 

Q3: Driving -> Negative Speed 

and Negative Torque 

Figure 27: 4-quadrant chart (Wikipedia) 
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Q4: Braking -> Negative Speed and Possitive Torque 

 

- In Orange: the Digital Signal Processor. Dedicated device which contains all the 

firmware that controls all the processes, reading the inputs from throttle, 

switches, etc. and taking decisions about how to actuate over the outputs such 

lights or the 3-phase bridge. 

Note that the whole inverter is cooled by the own aluminum case working as a Heat Sink, 

which extract passivity the internal heat to the air. 

In the Figure below it is shown how all the connections to the inverter are made. Connections are 

already described in Figure 26, but here it is also appreciable an extra component we 

implemented in order to avoid possible short circuits between the 3-phase and 2-power-lines. We 

named this ‘peineta’ 

 

Figure 28: Control Connector + 12Vto5V Regulator + Motor Connections (with peineta) 

 

2.2.1.3 ECU – Inverter CAN Communication 

The ECU-Inverter uses to communicate with the external world the well-known CAN Bus 

protocol. It was specially designed to link the different devices within a vehicle but its use 

has been extended to other industries where relievable communication is a key point. 

Some of the main characteristics of this protocol are: 

- Version 2.0 released in 1991, so it has been well tested. New version with 

improved Data Link layer released in 2012, called CAN FD. 

- CAN is part of OBD-II and EOBD vehicle diagnostic standards 

- Message Identification (Id) doesn’t identify a device but a message and its 

content. This is called ‘message oriented transmission’. 

- Data payload is always the same Rate and Speed, 
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- Difference between 2.0A and 2.0B is the chance to install one kind of device or 

other. 

- A message frame format for the CAN 2.0A is as follows: 

 

Figure 29: CAN 2.0A/B frame 

 

2.2.1.4 Accumulator/Battery 
It is a 46.8 V / 31.5 Ah Lithium Ion batteries. When fully charged is 54.6V. A set of 13 packs in 

series with 7x2 (14) batteries of Li-Ion in parallel. So, since this pack is in series with other 12, we 

obtain the nominal Vbat = 3.6 * 13 = 46.8V. The maximum Vbat would be 4.2 * 13 = 54.6V. The 

figure below shows how the battery elements are distributed and connected. The square black 

resonated part is the so called Battery Management System (BMS) which takes care of the 

discharge and charge currents and voltage. It also takes care of the balancing process. This is one 

of the most important points regarding battery reliability, durability and general safety. 

 

Figure 30 – BMS and battery set 

Highlighted in yellow all the connections that control the balancing process for each of the x13 

individual battery packs and x2 temperature probes for capturing the temperature inside the 

case. 

Regarding the cells, these are the main characteristics: 

 Cells: CGR18650CG 

 Description: Rechargeable 3.6V Li-Ion 18650 Battery 

 Capacity 

o Nominal:  2250mAh 
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o Minimum: 2150mAh 

 Cycle Performance: 80% of initial capacity at 300 cycles. 

The minimum part of this battery PSS Series, CGR18650CB from Panasonic. 

 

Figure 32 One of the 13 sets of batterys (2 x 7) 

 

2.2.1.5 Wall Socket 230V to DC Charger 
 

As its name indicates, it is plugged directly to ha socket. It changes the in order for who is the 

responsible. I convert the 230 Vac from any socket to the BMS input voltage. Is the BMS the 

responsible to regulate the supplied energy to each pack cell. 

 

Figure 32 AC/DC Battery Charger 

At the left side of the picture we can observe the standardized Schuko connector while in the 

right side and below we have the output voltage ready to be connected to the battery. This 

rectifier connects with the Battery BMS through the cable below: 
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Figure 3 AC/DC Connector Cable between the AC/DC Charger and the Batteries BMS 

This cable is a simple 3-pin cable who communicates directly the energy from the battery charger 

to the batteries BMS. 

 

 

 

2.2.1.6 Low Voltage Rectifier 
 

The main power supply voltage 46.8Vdc. This level of voltage is first pulled down to 12.0V by the 

own ECU-Inverter. But this is not enough since the generally, all the ‘control electronics’ works at 

5.0V (or less). ELMOTO adopted the solution of using an external regulator device to achieve this. 

This is such a good idea since one of the most 

critical issues with the 5.0V control voltage is 

the presence of induced EMC ‘signals’ which 

could compromise the required quality of that 

signal and thanks to the rectifier is on the 

outside of the ECU-Inverter, those EMC 

disturbances, that will be generated when the 

Inverter start working, has to cross two 

‘barriers’ before to effect the 5.0V electronics, 

been booth cases; the case of the own ECU-

Inverter and the case of the own 5.0V Rectifier. 

 

2.2.1.7 Cockpit 
 

Figure 34: External 12V to 5V Rectifier 
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Is the main ‘HMI’ of the motorbike. It is simple but enough to satisfy all the required 

measurements required by a regular driver during its driving cycle. Figure 13 shows its 

appearance. From left to right and from top to bottom. The vertical ‘green-orange-red’ bar 

indicates the Battery Level in a very rough 10% sub divisions (it must be taken into account that 

the battery discharge curve is not linear and the battery will never be discharged up to the 0%). 

The x2 big digit numbers indicate the speed in km/h or mi/h. The unit will vary in function of the 

user (controlled by the ‘light’ button in the handlebar). Below the speed we can see the total 

amount of distance, also in km or mil. And finally, at the bottom-left side there is the Engine On 

key with the ON/OFF positions. 

 

Figure 35: Kockpit 

The cockpit doesn’t only show information and turn ON and OFF the bike but also receives the 

inputs from the Break Sensors, Throttle Sensor and Horn and Light Switches. It reports constantly 

all the information via I2C to the ECU-Inverter (see points 6, 7, 8 & 10 in Figure 1) 

 

2.2.1.8 Cockpit I2C Communication 
The Serial Peripheral Interface bus is defined as ‘multi-master’ ‘single-ended’ ‘synchronous’. What 

does all this mean? 

- Multi-Master: This means that any device connected to the bus can get the role of the 

Master Device, and this mean that device is the one con control the ‘clock’ signal. 

- Single-Ended: This means the signals in the cables are referenced to GND. 

- Synchronous: this means this is a synchronized bus and the information is shifted and 

read when the clock signal indicates. 

Next figure shows how the bus is connected and the signals generated for 1-byte data 

transmission. 
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Figure 36: Device Connection and 1-byte data frame (Robot Electronics) 

The top part of Figure 14 show how devices are connected. All of them share the Clock (SCL) and 

Data (SDA) lines. Plus, the bus has two pull up resistors used to let the devices to ‘stretch’ the 

signal if required during Bus Collision detection and during ACK/NACK asserting process. 

The bottom part shows the SDA and SCL signals. From left to right, at the beginning of the frame 

there is the presence of a ‘Start Bit’ which consist in SDA falling edge while the SCL is high. Then 

comes the information with the clock signal. In this case SDA changes its state when the SCL is 

pulled low and SDA is read when SCL is pulled high. 

De I2C communications consist in sending the first, an “Slave” address in order to indicate to that 

Slave that must be ready for sending or receiving information. Once that receiving node (Slave) 

answers the “address query” with the ACK bit, the rest of information is sent and when 

communication will be finished, the Master device must perform an Error frame by no setting the 

Ack/Lampe bit. 

In this case, at least as far as we have seen, only the Cockpit and the ECU-Inverter are using this 

I2C bus so for sure is the ECU-Inverter who is pulling constantly the Cockpit sending and asking for 

information. 

 

 

2.2.1.9 Handlebar Controls 
- Throttle: is as simple as a potentiometer that changes it’s resistance while the driver user 

rotates it. 

- Horn and Lighting: Regarding the Horn Push Button, it just makes the horn to sound or 

not. Regarding the Lighting Push Button, since this is a moped, front light must be always 

on, that’s why the inverter uses that button for changing between Km and Miles units on 

the Cockpit. 
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Figure 37: Throttel and Horn and Lighting Controls 

 
 

2.2.2 Energy Recovery Strategy 
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2.2.2 HMI and Telemetry 
In order to control the battery, engine and ECU status, we need to provide some 

mechanisms in order to remotely read the bus CAN parameters. It was supposed that the 

organization would provide us with a M2M board in order to transmit the data via GPRS 

towards an IBM server using Orange SIM cards. Nevertheless, none of it has been 

provided so we have had to adopt new solutions. 

The first idea was to buy a CAN to GPRS converter but we decided to forget this idea 

because of the high price of these modules.  

What we have finally done is to buy a CAN to Bluetooth converter (C2BT adaptor from 

GmbH) in order to send the CAN data towards a Smartphone and to build an application 

in order to locally monitor the CAN data with a commercial GUI and upload the data to an 

internet server simultaneously. 

For programming the application we contacted with Cleverout. The application will be 

able to take advantage of all the Smartphone’s components such as GPS in order to 

monitor our location or HSPA for uploading the data. Each user will be able to configure 

its own interface by selecting some of the following options: 

- Real time route by GPS location algorithm  

- Engine parameters: Speed, rpm, temperature 

- Battery state: Charging level, temperature, status 

- ECU state: Temperature, anomalies 
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This will be the typical main screen of our application. People will select several options to 

be displayed from the options menu. The main idea is to select the map as well as some 

other options such as: temperature, battery, ecu status etc. 

 

If the user wishes to find further information about a certain parameter they can press in 

the icon that represents it and a new window will be opened with the information. In this 

case we can see the information screen of the battery status.  

The aim of the application is to read the Bluetooth signal sent by the C2BT adaptor in 

order to monitor the CAN bus data. The application will be developed in two different 

phases: 

- 1st) First version will consist of an application capable of reading the CAN 

messages and directly upload them in an internet server that we still have to 

contract. The CAN to Bluetooth converter used is the C2BT from GmbH Company. 
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 The frames that we would like to read are as follows: 

 

An example of how it works is easy to understand: Imagine we receive the 

following packet AA 00 0A13 0685 03 03 A6 FC F7. Then the 0685 is the packet ID, 

03 A6 FC are the 3 data bytes and F7 is the checksum.  

The main idea is to upload these frames in JSON format without any translation 

directly to the server in a periodical way. We have developed a program in Python 

to decode those frames once they have been stored in JSON format. Therefore we 

will almost be able to read them in real time 

- 2nd) The second phase will consist of decoding the received frames directly using 

the application. In order to do that we must first understand the CAN mapping 

(we will include some examples) whose file can be opened with CanKing Base 

Editor: 

 

 

Wires: Brow (neutral), 5V (white), Green (CAN high), Yellow (CAN low) 

Bus speed: 250 kbps 

With the kickstand we only transmit the following two packets: 
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  ID64: 2B, ECU_status 
 

 
 

ID384: 1st Average Temperature, 2nd Temp Max and 3rd Temp Min. I.e: 
               209 0 16 1 154 0==> 0*256+209*0.1=20.9ºC Temp average 

                                                                       (1*256+16)*0.1=27.2ºC Temp Max 
                                                                  (0*256+154)*0.1=15.4ºC Temp Min 

 

 

Without the kickstand we start transmitting more packets: 

  D80:  Mileage 4B, 1st, 0 
                  Engine RPM 2B, 3rd, 0 
                 ECU temperature 2B, 2nd, (256*1+32)*.1=28.8ºC 
 

 
 
 

ID320: Hidden, 4B 
ID336: Spannung (Voltage) 2B, 1st, (189*256+207)*0.001 

                        Current 2B, 2nd 
 

 
 

ID352: Fullchargekapa 2B, 1st (125*256+200)*0.001=32.2Ah 
                         Battery’s capacity 2B, 2nd, (65*256+79)*0.001=16.719 Ah 
 

 
 

ID368: Completed cycles 2B, 2nd 
                   Cycles 2B, 1st 
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 This CAN map can be decoded using the free software KAVSER CANKING as we can 

observe: 

 

ID64 packet informs about the ECU status. We have tried to contact several times with 

people from elMoto in order to ask the for an ECU status map. However, they haven’t 

supplied us with such information. 

Another issue we have found while dealing with CAN packets is the ID320 packet, which is 

a hidden packet. It means we can’t decode its information. Once again, people from 

elMoto didn’t help us. 

In order to develop the application we built a probe box for that emulates the bus CAN 

signaling packets.  

In the future we will use the application for security stuff, i.e.: automatic calls in case of 

accident and also for energy saving, i.e.: trip consumption prediction by GPS route 

calculations. 

As the Smart components punctuate 50 points out of 1000 we have thought that 

designing an app will give us a lot of chances due to the fact that nowadays this 

technology is rapidly increasing. It will also improve the modernity of the whole vehicle 

and it is a field which can be highly developed in the future. 

 
 
 
  

2.2.2 Safety systems  
 

The ECU from ELMOTO includes a feature to stop all electric signals when the kickstand is 

deployed. To increase security, an emergency start/stop push button has been added to 
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the bike. This button switches off the positive pole from battery, isolating electronics 

from energy to avoid human or material damages.  

 

Budget: 

A budget was made to estimate the final cost of the prototype electric motorbike, 

considering both materials and workforce cost, estimated around 8000€.  

We had tried to find top sponsors to reduce the final cost. 

Finally, we have in lucky as we found several companies that wanted to provide material 

and workforce needed to carry out our project.  

At this moment, we have spent about 1.000€, while the sponsors and the organization of 

the competition together have supplied about 10.000€  

Last news: 

We are working on our project and we have already most of the components, including 

the frame.   

We think that in a few days we will have the motorbike ready to be checked. 


